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design premise

deafspace approach

The purpose of this project is to create an elderly living 
space that provide the facilities that the elderly need in 
their activity based on the interactive approach. Each 
elderly have a different personality and behaviour to 
live together. Behaviour and personality can became 
the factor to consider about making a space to live in. 
The activity that elderly will do also affect the need of 
space inside the living space. 

elderly living space

DeafSpace is an architectural approach that is primarily 
influenced by deaf people’s specific ways of living and 
inhabiting space. The modern concept of deaf space 
utilizes the five principal concepts: sensory reach, 
space and proximity, mobility and proximity, light and 
color, and acoustics 
With deafspace approach, the living space can provide 
the facility that the elderly helped with their decreasing 
of senses they have. 
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As people get older, hearing impairment became one 
of the problem that elderly will faced. Decreasing sens-
es can not be avoided in this age. The target of this 
project is to provide the facilities to support elderly that 
have hearing impairment. The elderly can communi-
cate one another easily with the support of the design 
of the space that will be made in the living space. 

hearing impairment

Beside the hearing impairment, the low vision also be-
came one of the problem that elderly will go through. 
Decreasing senses of vision can make the elderly have 
a difficulties to do with their activity. Because of that, 
it will be made the design inside the living space that 
can be help the elderly with low vision do their activity 
easier. 

low vision
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design premise

 As a human, we need a place for living and it is one of the important 
needs. Therefore we need a place called home as a shelter and protect 
us from the rain and heat or other danger that exist outside. A place for 
lived in or often we called as a home should be designed with consider-
ation or the space needs of the occupant of the house. The space that 
is designed is mostly using the average dimension standard of humans 
and usually, it is not quite compatible with elderly people’s dimension 
standard of living. Through this project, it is expected to create a living 
space for elderly that have fulfill the standard of the elderly’s movement 
and mobility with universal design as the base for the designing the 
space. 
 As we got older, the function of the senses are decresing. Beside it 
is seen from the movement and mobility aspect, the things that need to 
be improve in the living space is for the facilities that provide the support 
for elderly that have hearing impairment and low vision. Since in the 
common retirement house are lacking the facilities that support hearing 
impairment and low vision. So for the focus design of the elderly living 
space are on the provide the facilities that support elderly that have 
hearing impairment and low vison. 
 With deafspace approach, the living space can provide the facility 
that the elderly helped with their decreasing of senses they have. . By 
using this approach, it is expected to have an elderly living space beside 
completed with the facilities that is elderly needs, also it can be feel the 
homey vibe in the living space. 
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design problem study

 In Indonesia, the living space for the elderly are rarely can be found. 
Because of the limitation of the amount of the living space in Indonesia, the 
quality of the retirement house is often get neglected it makes the room or 
the space inside the retirement house some of it do not fulfill the standard 
for elderly people. Also due to limitation of living space for elderly, some-
times make the activity inside of the living space is not optimal. The facility 
of the elderly house also some of it are still improvised. 
 

 Based on the data of BPS Indonesia data, the average projection of 
elderly people (60 above) in Yogyakarta in 2010 - 2035 are about 624.290 
people. from the database, it is known that the average percentage of the 
elderly are 15,83%. While the percentage of elderly people in Indonesia is 
11,24%. so it can be conclude that the percentage of the elderly people in 
DIY is higher than the average elderly people in Indonesia. With the devel-
opment of the number of elderly people in DIY, so the needs of elderly living 
is increased. 
 From the data, i believe that the needs of the elderly living in the future 
will be increase. Thus, i want to create an elderly living that is can fulfill the 
needs of the elderly with the facilities that is seen from the behavior of the 
occupant by using the Interactive Architectural Approach.  
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design problem study

Beside the data of BPS Indonesia about the elderly in yogyakarta, Government of Yogyajarta 
also have the program that correlated to elderly. It is to make Yogyakarta as the city that is 
elderly-friendly. Apart from to provide the needs of elderly in the city, the government also 
have the program to have a  space for elderly names Griya Sejahtera Lansia or Grisela. From 
Dinas Sosial Kota Yogyakarta, Grisela have a purpose to support the fulfilling the welfare for 
the elderly. Grisela itself it have a service for the social and the health. The two services that 
mentioned above, it is the crucial needs for the elderly. Beside that, the Grisela also have a 
daycare that a place for lansia to stay for a while but it is not gonna sleep in the Grisela. 

Based on that, Elderly Living Space try fulfill the program of the government made. It will be 
provide the services for the elderly also to relize the elderly’s right and obligation for elderly that 
is written in Perwal no. 38 Tahun 2019 about Penyelenggaraan Kesejahteraan Lanjut Usia. 

Source : https://warta.jogjakota.go.id/detail/index/8056
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design problem study

 This final architectural design studio project are adopted from Breadth on 
Place Making Class which is discuss about Ideal Living Space to Fulfill Elderly 
Activity in Retirement House. In this paper, it is discuss about the evaluation 
standard of minimum space that elderly needs to do their activity in retirement 
house. From this paper, it can be learn about the evaluation about the size of 
space in living house. The paper of Ideal Living Space to Fulfill Elderly Activity 
in Retirement House can be the source of designing the elderly living space in 
this project. 
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1. Elderly Living Space / Retirement Home 
Living space for elderly or we call it as Retirement Home is a place where older people live together and are 
cared for; a house that is designed for the needs of older people (Source: Cambridge Dictionary). The occupant 
of the retirement home usually lived by people that is 60 or above, the average age of the people that lived in 
retirement home are about 63 (according to Statistic Brain). 

Activity in Panti Lansia Santa Monika – Boro

Source: google.com

Elderly living space is became the choices of the elderly people because of some factors, one of them is the 
family that is working and can not taking care of the elderly people. Retirement house became the option when 
the elderly people need to be socialized with the other by having a new experience and there are people that is 
taking care of the elderly people at the same time. 

Activity in Panti Wreda Hanna, Bintaran – Yogyakarta

Source: google.com

design study preliminary essay
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design study preliminary essay

2. Deafspace Approach

DeafSpace is a design concept informed largely by deaf people’s unique 
methods of living and occupying space. Buildings, schools, corridors, fur-
niture, and other architectural arrangements and technology should all be 
designed to support hearing impaired people and their way of life. The 
modern concept of deaf space utilizes the five principal concepts: sensory 
reach, space and proximity, mobility and proximity, light and color, and 
acoustics. 
The DeafSpace idea seeks deaf people’s expertise to help create a more 
compassionate environment, not only for deaf people, but for society as a 
whole.
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design study preliminary essay

Deafspace Concept
Sensory Reach. 
Deaf individuals utilize their acute awareness of visual and tactile cues such as shadow move-
ments and vibrations, as well as subtle changes in the expression/position of others around them, 
to “read” events in their environment that aren’t always evident to hearing people. It is discussed 
in this idea how spatial awareness may be broadened by environmental and social factors.

Space and Proximity. 
Individuals must stand at a distance to observe the signer’s facial expression and the entire di-
mension of the signer’s “signing space” in order to maintain clear visual communication. It’s a 
debate concerning how proximity and distance impact communication and spatial awareness. 
This basic dimension of the distance between persons has an impact on the overall architecture 
of furniture and architectural spaces.

Mobility and Proximity. 
For clear visual communication, those who use sign language must keep a large distance. It is 
also necessary for them to be aware of their surroundings when communicating and traveling 
together. The appropriate layout of circulation and gathering areas allows vocalists to move free-
ly around the room. The key connections and distances that allow vocalists to traverse across 
space unhindered are discussed in this idea.

Light and Color 
This idea discusses how material and environmental characteristics facilitate communication and 
navigation. Electric lighting fixtures and architectural elements that control sunshine hours can be 
set up to provide a gentle, mellow glow. To focus on signal language and promote visual wayfin-
ding, color can be utilized to analyze pores and skin tone.

Acoustics 
The significance of managing acoustics and other disruptions will be discussed at this point. For 
those who use assistive equipment, reverberation generated by sound waves reflected by hard 
building surfaces can be particularly irritating, if not unpleasant. Reverberation and other forms of 
background noise should be minimized in spaces.
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design study preliminary essay
1. Space and Proximity Guideline

Touch is an important element of 
Deaf people’s language, and they 
rely on incredibly delicate face and 
body gestures to communicate.

All communication needs the ab-
sence of visual obstacles across 
space in order to establish and sus-
tain eye contact with others.

The requirement for more ample 
space surrounding individuals arises 
from the necessity for room around 
the arms in order to sign comfortably 
(referred to as a person’s “signing 
range”).

If touching is required throughout the 
discussion, it must be barrier-free to 
allow for rapid crossing. a need to 
take a step back from signing people 
in order to broaden one’s vision and 
see signing in its whole, as well as 
the other person’s facial expressions

Their clusters prefer to create huge 
rings and arcs, allowing all members 
to interact with one another.

Collaborative spaces should be near 
high-density areas. By allowing for 
visual and tactile interaction, these 
sorts of applications can help ener-
gize collective spaces.

Openings in buildings allowed people to ob-
serve their coworkers at work and in social sit-
uations. When appropriate, transparent walls 
and doors, big unobstructed apertures, and 
sliding wall panels should be used to visually 
link circulation and social spaces.
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design study preliminary essay
2. Sensory Reach Guideline

View corridors play an important role 
in wayfinding and serve as prima-
ry circulation routes. Landscaping, 
building location and massing should 
serve to reinforce and define major 
view corridors throughout the area.

Important destinations or landmarks 
should be directly visible to help deaf 
individuals orient themselves. 

Primary entrances located that they 
are highly visible from decision points 
along major area circulation and from 
open spaces.

In hallways, corridors and other 
movement space, it is desirable to 
provide transparency into adjacent 
spaces, allowing visual access to the 
activities taking place throughout the 
building.

Major destination points visible from 
multiple places. When entering a 
building or public space, immediate-
ly apparent and their access unob-
structed. Circulation routes and lay-
outs should be clear and intuitive.

Openings between interior and exte-
rior spaces designed to provide flexi-
bility in the level of privacy whenever 
possible. Materials thematically as 
architectural element in conjunction 
with way-finding strategies.

Glazes entrances also aid in way-
finding by allowing views into major 
lobby spaces. At night time, glazed 
entrances act as lanterns making 
building entrances legible from afar

Placing windows at the end of build-
ing corridors reduces the sense of 
confinement and provides a sense of 
openness and connection to the out-
doors.

Reflective surfaces are important for 
extending sensory reach to under-
standing of the surrounding environ-
ment. Use materials that have the 
appropriate degree of reflectivity can 
create undesired conditions such as 
glare and visual clutter.

Reflective surfaces used to aid deaf 
individuals in perceiving their envi-
ronment and the activities occurring 
within surrounding spaces. 
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design study preliminary essay
3. Mobility & Proximity Guideline

Primary corridors must be at least 8 
feet wide, while minor corridors must 
be at least 6 feet wide. Conversation 
nodes placed outside of the route 
flow are provided via corridors.

Swinging doors should not obstruct 
traffic movement. When authorized 
by regulation, doors should swing 
into the neighboring room; otherwise, 
a vestibule should be constructed to 
prevent the door from swinging into 
the corridor.

When feasible, utilize doors that open 
with a grip. During a signed conversa-
tion, these are separated from traffic 
flow and allow for continuous travel.

Easier, or “soft” corners, allow pedes-
trians to notice and avoid accidents.

Major destination locations may be 
seen from a variety of angles. When 
entering a building or public place, 
they are immediately visible and 
have unrestricted access. The routes 
and layouts of the circulation system 
should be simple and straightfor-
ward.

Sidewalks and walkways should be 
at least 10 feet wide to allow many 
groups to easily pass each other. 
Placed along walkways, textured 
edges on the ground plane can offer 
subtle hints about the existence of 
edges.
Traditional floor bases, chair rails, 
picture rails, or horizontal expose 
joints should be incorporated into cir-
culation space design to establish a 
distinct and continuous visual foun-
dation.

Landscape elements are used along 
key paths to provide a recognizable 
and consistent visual reference. The 
rhythmic arrangement of trees and 
light standards conforms to pedestri-
an cadence.
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design study preliminary essay
4. Light and Color Guideline

Darker colors on smaller surfaces 
can produce an intimate sensation 
that stems from a sense of being en-
gulfed.

Visual clarity is important for deaf and hard of hearing people, therefore backdrops should be con-
trasting and complementary to skin tones. Most skin tones are contrasted by blues and greens. Blues 
and greens visually soothe a room by minimizing overstimulation of the eyes and creating a relaxing 
backdrop for movement. Deaf and hard of hearing people will be able to converse more effectively 
and comfortably if surfaces are painted blue or green.

Windows and skylights should not 
be placed in the center of rooms, but 
rather at a position that allows natu-
ral light to wash the walls, floor, and 
ceiling surfaces.

Color is utilized to provide a ba-
sic visual orientation that is easy to 
traverse. Color is utilized regularly 
to indicate large thresholds, verti-
cal shifts, sidewalk boundaries, and 
other conditions that would typically 
prompt a stop.

Multiple sources of daylight should be 
used to balance the amount of day-
light in a particular location. A second 
source of light, such as a skylight or 
transom, can help to balance light 
levels, decrease eye strain, and im-
prove visual communication.

Outside of the flow of traffic or next 
to primary gathering areas, light is 
employed to generate eddies. For 
smaller parties and talks, it can offer 
a more personal lighting atmosphere.

High contrast between person and 
environment is caused by bright 
windows behind individuals or focal 
points in areas, making it harder to 
read facial emotions and make eye 
contact.
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design study preliminary essay
5. Accoustic Guideline

Problematic situations arise when late repeated 
arrivals of the speech and other background nois-
es are amplified. It might be distracting and make 
communication difficult to understand. Speech in-
telligibility necessitates little reverberation.

Services Rooms that can create sounds, such as 
electrical, water, and others, should be carefully 
dampened to minimize disruptive sound transmis-
sion and segregated from building structural sys-
tems.

To minimize sound interference from nearby com-
munal and circulation areas, insulation and other 
sound dampening measures should be employed.

To avoid distractions for individuals with cochlear implants and hearing 
aids, rooms should be acoustically quiet with little background noise. Dis-
tracting background noise can come from a variety of sources, including 
the hum of mechanical equipment, traffic outside the building, and talk or 
footfall in a nearby hallway. Individuals utilizing these gadgets may be-
come isolated and unable to properly interact and engage if background 
noise is not regulated.
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design study preliminary essay
3. Low Vision

A. Light, Glare, and Contrast 
Sufficient light must come from sources that are regulated to prevent glare, and things must be recognizable 
through shading, shadows, colors, textures, and contrast for those with limited vision. It is give a verifiable design 
guideline to know the correct quantity of light for the range of visual capabilities. 
B. Site and Landscaping 
a. Approaches to the Site and Building 
It must be accessible as defined by the Americans with Disabilities Act. Bollards and other barriers must be visi-
ble in all lighting situations; pavement and other surfaces must not be too reflecting; and curbs, steps, and other 
changes in walking surface levels must be clearly marked. 
b. Building Orientation 
The volume and penetration of direct sunlight into the eyes of the tenant will be reduced by minimizing exposure 
from east and west direct sun. Reduce glare and heat in inhabited building areas by avoiding wide expanses of 
reflecting pavement or other surfaces that might reflect glare. 
c. Site Circulation 
Steps and stairs should have edges and nosing that contrast with the pavement and are high enough 
to prevent tripping. Walkways should feature vestibules or other transition areas from lower to high-
er floors, and a big glass area facing the countryards should be readily differentiated from the entry. 
Street furniture should be limited to the edges of the route and intended to contrast with the surrounding environ-
ment. It must also be visible in all lighting situations. The lighting on the site must not be dazzling to the occupier. 
The sign must be free of glare from the lighting fixtures. 
C. Architectural and Interior 
The interior must be visible, with enough contrast to distinguish objects and minimal glare from natural and arti-
ficial light. 
Unless there is enough contrast and light to identify them from the surroundings, the circulation area must be 
clear of dangerous projections. The stair, steps, and ramp are clearly visible thanks to the use of contrasting col-
ors and values, as well as railings on both sides and in the middle of the stairs. 
In terms of color, contrast, or form, the door must stand out from the surrounding environment. The hardware 
must be visible so that the user is aware of the dor swings. Texture or patterns on the floor should not hide level 
changes or create a trapping danger. 
The paper towel dispensers in public restrooms must contrast aesthetically with the surroundings. The furnish-
ings should be visibly distinct from the surrounding surfaces. Window glare is reduced by using shade devices. 
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4. Universal Design  
Universal Design have to fulfill 7 principles, which are : 
a. Equitable Use      : 
b. Flexibility in Use     :
  
c. Simple, Intuitive use     : 
 
d. Perceptible Information    :

e. Tolerance For Error     :

f. Low Physical Effort     :
g. Size and Space for Approach and Use :

Not to ignore, exclude, or stigmatize any user group.
Should be able to demonstrate a wide range of personal interests and 
abilities.
Regardless of the user’s experience, acquitance, language proficiency, 
or current state of concentration, it’s simple to comprehend.
Regardless of the ambient situation or the user’s sensory capacities, 
efficiently communicates vital information to the user. 
Reduce the risk of danger. negative consequences of an unplanned or 
accidental event
Used efficiently and comfortably, with the least degree of exhaustion
Regardless of the user’s body size, posture, or mobility, provide ade-
quate size and space for approach, reach, manipulation, and usage. 

 Based on the principle of Universal Design, to implement the principle to the project it is emphasize on the 
Size and Space for Approach and Use. The reason to emphasize that point because the purpose of the design is 
to create an Elderly Living that can fulfill the needs of the elderly equipped with a proper size and space for elderly. 
 The Reference of the proper size of room or space is gained from PermenPU about Regulation of Accessi-
bility. It is arrange about the minimum of space or the size that is proper for difable person or for elderly people. 
While the reference kind of room that will be create in elderly living is based on the informartion from the elderly 
people and the literature review from journal. From the surveys, it can be known the activities that the elderly want 
to do in elderly living and how to equipped or facilitate the needs from the activities. 

design study preliminary essay
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5. Behavioural Design for Elderly 
 According to a journal article on the facilities required in a retierement house, There are three aspects of 
behavioural change for the aged in terms of behavior. There are three types of aspects: physical, psychological, 
and social.
3.1. Aspects of the Physical
In this regard, there is a reduction in the senses’ function: 
- Decreased visual ability 
- Decreased hearing ability 
- Decreased sense ability 
- Decreased motoric ability 
- Memory Lost 

3.2. Aspects of the Psychological
Changes in behavior can have an impact on the psychological system, leading to an increase in emotional sensi-
tivity. There are five types of elderly personalities, according to the journal of  “Masalah Psikososial Pada Lanjut 
Usia”:
- Construction Personality: Consistently calm, with few fluctuations.
- Independent Personality: It is prone to post-power syndrome, particularly when the older period is devoid of ac-
tivities that might provide otonom.
- Dependent personality: It is usually shaped by one’s familial life. When the elderly have a happy household, there 
is no volatility in their senior phase. However, if anything tragic occurred before to entering the elderly phase, such 
as the death of a family member or a negative event, they are more likely to experience sadness or loneliness 
during the senior phase.
- Hostility personality : When the elderly are dissatisfied with their lives, they have numerous desires that must be 
met at the same time without taking into account their requirements, resulting in a poor economic situation.
- Self-Hate Personality: In general, the elderly suffer because their behavior is difficult to help or because they 
make it difficult for others.

3.3. Aspects of the Social
- They are drawn to persons who have the same personality, frequency, or whom they can converse with.
- They prefer to socialize in groups.

design study preliminary essay
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6. Regulation of Accessibility

design study preliminary essay
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7. Regulation about Welfare of the Elderly (Perwal no.38 Tahun 2019)

In Perwal np.38 Tahun 2019 Pasal 4, it is stated that the Welfare of the Elderly have a purpose to : 
• realizing a healthy, independent, productive, prosperous and dignified elderly 
• provide social protection and social assistance to the elderly
• establish elderly and dementia friendly areas to be safe and comfortable in carrying out the ac-

tivities that want to be done
• realizing Yogyakarta as an Elderly Friendly City 

For the Right and the Obligation of the elderly, it is stated in Perwal no.38 Tahun 2019 Pasal 5, that 
is: 
(1) Elderly Rights include availability of: 
• religious and mental spiritual services 
• health services 
• employment opportunities services 
• education and training services 
• ease of accessibility 
• elderly-friendly open space 
• elderly friendly transportation
• housing and residential areas that are elderly friendly 
• respect and social inclusion 
• social participation
(2) Elderly Obligation are to participate in guiding, practicing, transmitting, bequeathing and provid-
ing transparency to the next generation in all aspects of public life, nation and state. 

Based on the regulation, the point that have to be focuse is how to provide the facilities to fulfill the 
needs or the right of the elderly while providing the need to carry out its obligatoin. 

design study preliminary essay

• civilization participation 
• communication and information
• community support and social ser-

vices
• ease in legal services and assistance
•  social protection 
• protection from threats and acts of vi-

olence; and/or 
• social assistance
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8. Basic Human Needs 

design study preliminary essay

Based on the theory of ‘the hierarchy of needs’ by Maslow, when it is applied for the elderly, it is 
became : 
1. The base level is physiological. It have to fulfill the biological needs 
2. The second level is Safety. It have to fulifll the safety needs especially the healthcare for elderly. 

Since the elderly are constant in the need of health 
3. The third level is Belonging. Since the elderly have through many experience of life, social can 

be the way to fulfill the belonging needs. The social are done by gather with community, involve 
the activity that can be socialize with other, and so on. 

4. The fourth level is Esteem needs. In this level is to gain the recognition from other. By sharing 
their experience throughout their life it can be the way to gain or maintain the recognition. 

5. The fifth level is Self Actualization. Self-actualization is the instinctual need of humans to make 
the most of their abilities and to strive to be the best they can.

Source : https://experiencingarchitecture.com/2010/02/23/5-basic-human-concerns-in-architecture/
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PRECEDENT ESSAY
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precedent essay

1. Nursing Home Passivehaus / CSO arquitectura (2019) 
Camarzana De Tera, Spain 

 The project was created in response to a need to enlarge a nursing home in Camarzana de Tera (Zamo-
ra). Small warm home-like areas are produced, as opposed to the vast, chilly hospital-like spaces that are 
prevalent in this sort of structure. The objective is for inhabitants to feel at ease (with the option of bringing their 
own furniture), with the use of wood and light, big windows to the south, and transparency to bring the essence 
of the courtyards into the interior.
 

Source : https://www.archdaily.com/938691/nursing-home-passivhaus-cso-arquitectura

 From that project, it can be learn for the space that can be used as the reference of the bedroom space 
or the outdoor area. Since the morning sunlight is good for increasing the immune system, it can be design the 
bedroom with the seating area that is connected with the outdoor area for chilling or just sunbathing. 
 The outdoor area that have a seating area can be the space for gathering and do some activity that can 
be done in the area. 
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precedent essay

2. Residential Care Home Andritz / Dietger Wissounig Architekten (2015) 
 On Statteggerstraße in Graz, a residential care facility for 105 senior citizens has been built 
on a park-like site next to the Andritzbach stream. It’s made of composite materials and has a con-
trolled home ventilation system. Concrete is used for load-bearing ceilings and walls, whereas wood 
is used for all other structural elements. The prefabricated façade pieces, which each spanned two 
rooms, were chosen based on the greatest proportions that could be transported.
 Nurses’ stations and additional rooms are constantly close by, ensuring that work procedures 
run smoothly. Even outside of planned treatment sessions, shorter and longer excursions throughout 
the facility with various visual references and nice quiet zones provide a variety of free movement 
possibilities.

Source : https://www.archdaily.com/787044/residential-care-home-andritz-dietger-wissounig-architekten

 From that project, it can be learnt how the distance of the hallway for the access. It have a spa-
cious hallway which is difable-friendly. Also for the bedroom, it is located near with the nurse station. 
So when there is an emergency situation happened, it is expected to have fastly handling.
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problematique

● Make a proper living space for el-
derly based on the deafspace approach 
concept. 

● Design a living space for elderly 
that have a home-like ambience. 

• How to make a living space that have a homey vibe 
• How to implement the concept of deafspace into the elderly living 

space design
• How to respond the needs of the elderly in the design 
• How to provide the facilities for elderly inside the living space that is 

alreadly have a decreasing of senses
• How to make a living space that is elderly-friendly 
• How to make a balance design for the occupant of the living space

Aim

Problem
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problematique

Non - Architectural Issue Architectural Issue

1. Support the Yogyakarta government pro-
gram to realizing Jogja as Elderly-friendly 
City

2. Kalasan Area can be potential to be built a 
social-activity

3. Medical and maintenance

1. Living Space for Elderly that can support 
hearing impairment and low vision 

2. Standard space of room inside living space
3. Homey-vibe environment of living space 
4. Implementation the concept of deafspace 

General Problems 
How to design Living Space for Elderly that have a home-like environment with the Deafspace 

Approach

Specific Issues 
• How to make a living space that have a homey vibe 
• How to implement the concept of deafspace into the elderly living space design
• How to respond the needs of the elderly in the design 
• How to provide the facilities for elderly inside the living space that is alreadly have a decreas-

ing of senses
• How to make a living space that is elderly-friendly 
• How to make a balance design for the occupant of the living space
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problematique

Non - Architectural Issue Architectural Issue

1. Support the Yogyakarta government pro-
gram to realizing Jogja as Elderly-friendly 
City

2. Kalasan Area can be potential to be built a 
social-activity

3. Medical and maintenance

1. Living Space for Elderly that can support 
hearing impairment and low vision 

2. Standard space of room inside living space
3. Homey-vibe environment of living space 
4. Implementation the concept of deafspace 

General Problems 
How to design Living Space for Elderly that have a home-like environment with the Deaf-

space Approach

Specific Issues 
• How to make a living space that have a homey vibe 
• How to implement the concept of deafspace into the elderly living space design
• How to respond the needs of the elderly in the design 
• How to provide the facilities for elderly inside the living space that is alreadly have a de-

creasing of senses
• How to make a living space that is elderly-friendly 
• How to make a balance design for the occupant of the living space

Analysis
• Study of elderly typology
• Study of standard space regulation 
• Study of Low Vision and Hearing Impairment 
• Study of Deafspace Approach 

Design Issues
• Mass building 
• Circulation for elderly 
• Deafspace Approach Implementation 
• Landscape Living Space
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design methods

The research method for this project is done by a 
literature study by enhancing the theory that is rele-
vant to the research. The material selection for this 
research is based on the elderly needs. Beside that, 
it learnt about the regulation of the space and the 
Deafspace itself to be applied in the design. The se-
lection of theories will be studied correlates with the 
elderly living space and be implemented in the de-
sign. 
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excellency, originality, novelty

1. Title : Panti Wreda Lansia Terlantar Dengan Pendekatan 
Pada Tata Ruang Yang Memberdayakan di Yogyakarta 
Author : Fiona Purwanto 
University : Universitas Atma Jaya Yogyakarta
Year : 2019 
Approach : Arsitektur Organik 
Problems : design of the retirement home in the city of Yog-
yakarta that can give homey vibe through the spatial in the 
inside and outside and also visual processing with organic 
architecture approach.  

2. Title : Panti Anak Terlantar dan Lansia Di Yogyakarta 
Author : Ira Asiani 
University : Universitas Islam Indonesia 
Year : 1999 
Approach : Plan and design a social service home especially 
for homeless child and elderly people that have a comfort, 
safety and solidarity aspect, either it is in circulation and spa-
tial layout. 
Problems : Create a environment that accommodate the 
homeless child and homeless elderly people that is facilities 
and a service that can accommodate the activity for them, 
that can develop their creativity also can give a space that 
suitable for elderly. 
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design hypothesis

Non-Architectural Problem Review 
- needs of space or room for elderly 
- needs of space or room to support activity in living 
space 
- activity of services 
- medical and maintenance

Architectural Problem Review 
Teories that support the design process 
- Standard space of room inside living space 
- Standard to fulfill deafspace 

Background 
User of the Design Problem : 
1.  Elderly ( 60 above ) 
 - that needs support from other 
 - have a (decreasing senses / disabilities) in hear-
ing and vision  
2.  Nurses 
 - Responsible for elderly health and safety 
 -  

1. Need of space for Eldelry 
- Consideration : 
The basic need of space in living space 
- Concept : 
A space inside living space that is comfortable for elderly, can move freely, 
in accordance with universal design and standard of space. 
Have a space that can support the activity for people that having hearing 
impairment 
- Consideration from Concept : 
Standard of space, to fulfill the support for hearing impairment, Safety of 
the space

analysis
2. Need of space for others 
- Consideration : Coordination in living space 
- Concept : 
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design hypothesis

analysis

Design Process Diagram

evaluation

Statement of Problem 
Architectural & Non Ar-
chitectural 

Collection Data 
Primer and Secondary 

Analysis of Data 
1. Need of space for the 
elderly : 
- Consideration 

Final Design 
Design Development

Program 
1. mapping and process-
ing data 
2. Initial Strategy 
3. Initial Idea 

Design Concept 
Schematic Design based 
on Strategy

PROBLEM SOLUTION

synthesis

design hypothesis

analysis

Design Process Diagram

evaluation

Statement of Problem 
Architectural & Non Ar-
chitectural 

Collection Data 
Primer and Secondary 

Analysis of Data 
1. Need of space for the 
elderly : 
- Consideration 

Final Design 
Design Development

Program 
1. mapping and process-
ing data 
2. Initial Strategy 
3. Initial Idea 

Design Concept 
Schematic Design based 
on Strategy

PROBLEM SOLUTION

synthesis
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design hypothesis

For site selection of the Elderly Living Space, it have a few consideration. 
The basis and consideration for selecting the site, From the data of the amount of elderly in 
DIY, in Sleman it have the greatest number of elderly. So the site will be located in Sleman 
Area. 
Since it is for elderly, the main point is to choosing the site that is near the public services 
such as hospital to have a fast respond to the emergency situation. Another consideration is to 
choose the site that still have a green area and have a not too crowded area. Base on those 
consideration, I’m choosing the Kalasan Area as the site of elderly living space. Since in Kala-
san area it still have many green area and it is not too crowded. And in kalasan area it have 2 
near hospital, that are Panti Rini Hospital and RSPDHI.

Source : BPS Indonesia 2013
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design hypothesis

From the consideration. The site are located in Jalan Cangkringan, Tirtomartani, Kalasan, Sle-
man Yogyakarta. The site have a area about 5632 m2. 

Site Location of Elderly Living Space 
Source : maps.google.com
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design hypothesis Jalan Cangkringan, Tirtomartani, Kalasan, Sleman Yogyakarta. 

1

2

2

2

2

2

3

3
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7

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Site Location
Paddy Field
Residential Area
Restaurant
Factory
Mart
Hospital (RS Panti Rini & RS PDHI)

The location of the site is 1,2 km from 
Panti Rini Hospital and 1,2 km from RS 
PDHI. In this area, it still have a plenty 
of green area that is paddy field. 
In around of the site it have paddy field 
and residential. 
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Jalan Cangkringan, Tirtomartani, Kalasan, Sleman Yogyakarta. 

2

5

4
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design hypothesis

The picture besides explain about the ac-
tivity that is allow in the site. Based on the 
data of RDTR Gistaru ATRBPN, the activ-
ity for living space are include as the Lim-
ited Activity. 

The picture besides explain about the In-
tensity of the space. Based on the data of 
RDTR Gistaru ATRBPN, It is stated that 
the BCR is 60%, the FAR is 1, and the 
GCR is 28%. 

The picture besides explain about the 
building placement or the building area. 
Based on the data of RDTR Gistaru ATRB-
PN, It is stated that the KTB is 70%, and 
the setback is 5m. 

Regulation Activity of the Site
Source : RDTR Interaktif Gistaru ATRBPN

Regulation Building Placement of the Site
Source : RDTR Interaktif Gistaru ATRBPN

Regulation Intensity of the Site
Source : RDTR Interaktif Gistaru ATRBPN
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The surrounding of the site the majority is 
the residential and paddy field, the rest of 
it there is a factory in the north of the site. 
In the north and west area, it have a plenty 
area of paddy field. While in the south side, 
there is a residential area with the major-
ity is house with 1 level. In the east area, 
it have some commercial facility such as 
store and restaurant. 
The access to the site it is entering to the 
small road, about 4 m wide from the main 
road of Jalan Cangkringan it have about 
10 m wide. Because the site is in the vil-
lage area, it is not a crowded area. Beside 
it is in the village area, it have a stalemate 
access. 

design hypothesis

From the site situation, it can be conclude 
that in the south and west side it need a 
design of the facade building, since it it 
near the road it can be the identity of the 
building or the welcoming sign to the living 
space. Beforehand ofcourse it is already 
process by the setback of the building so 
it is not too close to the road. 
Also in the east area, it need a boundaries 
between the site and the empty land and 
the residential. 

Site Surrounding of Elderly Living Space 
Source : Writer’s analysis

Site Response for Elderly Living Space 
Source : Writer’s analysis
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The Area of the site is 5623 m2. The di-
mension of the site are: 
- north area : 75.5 m,   - east area : 66 m 
- south area : 85.5 m,  - west area : 77 m 
The wide of the road are: 
- Jl. cangkringan : 10 m 
- Jl. 
- Stalemate Road : 5 m 

design hypothesis

Site Area 
5623 sqm

Setback 
5 m

BCR 
60% = 3373 sqm

FAR 
1 = 5623 sqm

Access of the SIte 
Source : Writer’s analysis
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design hypothesis

The “average daily maximum” (solid red line) for each 
month for Kalasan depicts the highest temperature 
on a day. Similarly, the “average daily minimum” (sol-
id blue line) depicts the average daily minimum tem-
perature. Hot days and cold nights (dashed red and 
blue lines) depict the most popular day and coldest 
night of each month during the last 30 years.

From the site, it have enough exposure from the 
sun, wether it is from east side or west side. On the 
west side, it have a maximum exposure due to the 
west side there have no houses or building that can 
reduce the exposure. The west side are fully paddy 
field. 
From that condition, it have to have a good man-
agement to reduce the sunlight from the west side, 
that will not too glare for the occupant, yet it can be 
a view to the occupant. 

Average Temperature and Precipitation

Response of the sunlight

..

Data of Percipitation and Temperature of the Site
Source : meteoblue.com

Sun Response of the Site
Source : Writer’s analysis
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design hypothesis

The diagram for Kalasan shows days per month, 
where the wind reaches certain speed. Most of the 
wind came from the south and the south east. This 
wind data will be used as the consideration of the 
openings and the building facade to achieve the 
comfort of the building user. 

Wind Analysis

Windrose of the Site
Source : meteoblue.com

Sun Response of the Site
Source : Writer’s analysis
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design hypothesis
Users Activities Analysis

User’s Movement Inside Living Space
Source : Writer’s Analysis
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design hypothesis

Space Requirement Analysis
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design hypothesis

Space Requirement Analysis
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design hypothesis

Space Requirement Analysis
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design hypothesis

Space Requirement Analysis
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design hypothesis

Space Requirement Analysis
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design hypothesis

Space Requirement Analysis
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design hypothesis
Space Requirement Analysis
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design hypothesis

General Concept

Deafspace

living space 
provide facilities 

for deaf people and 
low vision

living space 
that can support 
deaf people to be 
independent in-

dividual

characteristic of 
living space

functionspatial 
organiza-

tion

zoning

STRATEGYSTRATEGY

APPLICATIONAPPLICATION

DESIGN
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design hypothesis

From the zoning that already chosen, after that it 
can be produce some of alternatif mass design that 
will be made for Elderly living Space. 

Alternative 1

Residential and Service
(Potential-Elderly)

Residential and Service
(Non Potential-Elderly)

Multi-function 
Purpose Multi-function 

Purpose
Green Area

Green Area Green Area

Lobby/Welcoming 
Area

Alternatif Mass Design 1
Source : writer analysis

1. Multi-function Purpose mass function as the facilities that can be use for elderly to fulfill their 
activity needs. 
2. Residential and service area made as one mass. The service area are include for the nurse office 
and/or cleaning service. 
3. Potential-Elderly and Non Potential-Elderly determined by the ability of elderly to do their activity 
and mobility. Non Potential-Elderly tend to need more support than Potential-Elderly. 
4. Green Area can be utilized as a garden to fulfill the activity of gardening for Elderly and the occu-
pant of Living Space.  
5. The elderly inside living space will be 40 people. 20 Potential and 20 Non-Potential Elderly. 
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Perspective of siteplan concept
Source : writer analysis

design hypothesis Alternative 1
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design hypothesis

Residential and Service
(Potential-Elderly)

Residential and Service
(Non Potential-Elderly)

Multi-function 
Purpose Multi-function 

Purpose
Green Area

Green Area Green Area

Lobby/Welcoming 
Area

Alternatif Mass Design 2
Source : writer analysis

The differentiation with the alternative one is on the mass of the building. 
1. The mass of service are separated from the residential. It is too make easy for if the sevice mass 
building want to be built as a 2nd level building. The residential are will be built as one level building 
because a one level building will be easy for elderly in mobility and movement. Also it is too use the 
space effectively since the space are not too wide. 
2. The green area in the middle is wider than the alternative 1. it can be use for light exercise to-
gether or sunbathing in the morning. 

Alternative 2
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Perspective of siteplan concept
Source : writer analysis

design hypothesis Alternative 2
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design hypothesis

Alternatif Mass Design 3
Source : writer analysis

The differentiation with the other alternative is on the plotting of mass of the building. 
1. The mass for residential can be made more homey vibe rather than other. With using this kind of 
plotting, which the service area is in the middle of the residential unit, it makes the circulation of the 
occupant more reacheable. 
2. The plotting of the mass have more equal and more well divided than other alternative. Each of 
the residential unit also have a more potential to have each green area for every unit. 

Alternative 3

Residential and Service
(Non Potential-Elderly)

Multi-function 
Purpose and 
service area

Residential and Service
(Potential-Elderly)

Clinic Area

Lobby/Welcoming 
Area, Office

Parking Area
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design ideas

Siteplan
The mobility and movement of elderly are limited. So make 
an easy access for elderly is became one of the way to de-
sign a landscape in Living Space. 
To provide a facilities take a walk for elderly and the occu-
pant, the conept of the landscape inside Living Space will be 
using Park Theme. It is design not too have many edges as 
possible. Since sharp edge can be an uncomfortable to face 
when have a walk in Park. 

Ambience of Park
Source: google.com

This kind of pathway in Landscape inside Living 
Space will be applied. Since it is for elderly, better 
if in radius of 5-10 m have to provide a bench or 
place to sit for elderly to take a rest and enjoy the 
vegetation. 

Beside the pathway of the park, it 
have to provide a facilities of gar-
dening for elderly. Since some of 
the elderly activity to relief their 
stress one of the activity is by gar-
dening. In the middle of the site, it 
can be a place for elderly to gar-
dening. And if they want to garden-
ing in the area of the pathway edge, 
the vegetation that they plant can 
be the fence for the pathway. 

Vegetation in edges of pathway
Source: google.com
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design hypothesis

From the guideline of the deafspace approach, the 
pathway have to have a wide at least 10 feet or around 
3 meters. The pathway have 3 meter wide which is 
disable-friendly for the wheelchair user. 

The reason to have a 3 meter wide also it is more 
easier for them to walk in a group or to see each other 
body language if they use sign language for the way 
they communicate for each other. 

For easier the occupant to use this pathway, it should 
be made with the flat surface of pathway to easier the 
wheelchair-person to acces this pathway and to avoid 
an unexpected event for elderly like tripping, falling, 
and so on since the elderly have a decreasing ability 
of vision. 

The material of pathway is made from concrete block. 
The reason is conblock more environmental-friend-
ly rather than asphalt, yet it have a flat surface so it 
doesnt bother the wheelchair user to go thourgh the 
pathway. 

Pathway in the inside of Living Space
Source: google.com

3 m

Sidewalks and walkways should be 
at least 10 feet wide to allow many 
groups to easily pass each other. 
Placed along walkways, textured 
edges on the ground plane can offer 
subtle hints about the existence of 
edges.

Deafspace Guideline: 
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design ideas

Residential
The room for elderly inside the residential, it is 
consist of bedroom, medical room, and gathering 
space. The bedroom consist of 2 people with 1 
nurse for Non Potential Elderly. Bedroom for Po-
tential Elderly consist of 2 people, with 1 nurse is 
for 4 elderly. The ambience of bedroom it have 
a green area outside of the room to refresh their 
psychology. 

Ambience of Bedroom
Source: google.com

Application of the Deafspace Approach have to 
coherence with the guideline that already attach 
in above. Have to Consider about the Color of 
the interior and the organization of interior, and 
the material that will be use. It must be acoustical 
friendly that will not disturb the elderly. 
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design ideas

Alternative Arrangement of Bedroom
Source : writer analysis

Implementation guideline to the design
Source : writer analysis

Alternative Arrangement of Bedroom
Source : writer analysis

Visual clarity is important for deaf and hard of hearing people, therefore backdrops should be con-
trasting and complementary to skin tones. Most skin tones are contrasted by blues and greens. 
Blues and greens visually soothe a room by minimizing overstimulation of the eyes and creating a 
relaxing backdrop for movement. Deaf and hard of hearing people will be able to converse more 
effectively and comfortably if surfaces are painted blue or green.

Deafspace Guideline: 
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design ideas

Alternative Arrangement of Bedroom
Source : writer analysis

Alternative Arrangement of Bedroom
Source : writer analysis

Visual clarity is important for deaf and hard of hearing people, therefore backdrops should be con-
trasting and complementary to skin tones. Most skin tones are contrasted by blues and greens. 
Blues and greens visually soothe a room by minimizing overstimulation of the eyes and creating a 
relaxing backdrop for movement. Deaf and hard of hearing people will be able to converse more 
effectively and comfortably if surfaces are painted blue or green.

Deafspace Guideline: 

From the guideline, it is state that the interior color should be us-
ing the color that contrast from the skin tone to easier the people 
to see each other body language. The most contrasted color with 
the skin tone is blues and greens. 

From the guideline, it is applied in the design that have a contrast-
ed color for the interior. Using the majority color of blue and green 
one yet it is not glazing into the eyes. 

Between the bed, it have the curtain to give the elderly some pri-
vacy space for them. So when they have a conversation in the 
bed, they can open the curtain and when it times for them to sleep 
they can close the curtain so they are not bother each other. 

The seating area are facing the window that have a direct view to 
the garden. So they can enjoy the ambience of the garden from 
the inside of the unit. 
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design ideas

Lobby

Lobby area eventhough it is for public area which not all of the 
people that come to the lobby have hearing impairment prob-
lem or low vision, but this is the living space with Deafspace Ap-
proach, it should be equipped with the facilities that support the 
Deafspace Approach. 

Ambience Lobby
Source: google.com

Deafspace Guideline
Source: google.com

Major destination locations may be seen from a variety of angles. When entering a building or public 
place, they are immediately visible and have unrestricted access. The routes and layouts of the cir-
culation system should be simple and straightforward. Visual clarity is important for deaf and hard of 
hearing people, therefore backdrops should be contrasting and complementary to skin tones. Most 
skin tones are contrasted by blues and greens. Blues and greens visually soothe a room by mini-
mizing overstimulation of the eyes and creating a relaxing backdrop for movement. Deaf and hard of 
hearing people will be able to converse more effectively and comfortably if surfaces are painted blue 
or green.
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design ideas

Lobby

In the middle of the lobby, it have a recep-
tionist. It have purpose for register their vis-
it in Living Space or to asking information. 
The lobby placed parallel to the entrance of 
the Lobby. 

Lobby of Living Space
Source: writer analysis

Lobby of Living Space
Source: writer analysis

The seating area in the lobby, it can be uti-
lize for waiting to be picked up, have a meet 
with the visitor, and so on. 
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Clinic

In the living space especially for elderly, to have a Clinic is a must 
things to do. The clinic is critical to have an emergency situation or 
condition so it can be handled fastly. When the situation can not be 
handled in the Clinic, it have an access for the ambulance to get 
through and to pick up the patient that will be deliver to the nearest 
hosiptal.The clinic is used for handling the emergency situation, and 
or to check the heatlh of the elderly regularly. 

design ideas

Clinic of Living Space
Source: writer analysis

Access for Ambulance
Source: writer analysis
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DESIGN RESULT
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SITUATION
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SITEPLAN
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FLOORPLAN

Lobby Floorplan

Non-Potential Elderly Residential Unit

Potential Elderly Residential Unit

Nurse Station
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FLOORPLAN

Dining Area Floorplan

Workshop Space Plan

Clinic Floorplan

Gathering Space Plan
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Clinic Floorplan

Gathering Space Plan

FLOORPLAN

Service Area Plan Medical Storage Plan
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ELEVATION

North Elevation

East Elevation

West Elevation

South Elevation
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SECTION
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SECTION PARTIAL

Lobby Section Residential Section

Nurse Station Section Dining Area Section
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SECTION PARTIAL

Clinic Section Gathering and Workshop Space Section

Service Area Section

Interior Section
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LIGHTING SCHEME
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CLEAN WATER SCHEME
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WASTE WATER SCHEME
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DETAIL

Roof Detail

Disable Bathroom Detail
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INTERIOR PERSPECTIVE
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EKSTERIOR PERSPECTIVE
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DESIGN EVALUATION
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design evaluation

1. Details that related with the need of elderly (security, visual) is not explained well. 

To help the elderly to enter their unit, it have the 
railing to hold on or to rely on. So the elderly didnt 
have to be worry to walk through the ramp to en-
ter the unit. 

In the edge of pathway, it have a divider to differ-
entiate the pathway and the edge of the pathway. 
the divider also to help the people with a low vi-
sion to walk and prevent them to trip to th edge of 
pathway. 

In each of Facilities building such as dining room, 
gathering and workshop space, also clinic it have 
a ramp to easier the wheelchair user to enter the 
building. The ratio of the ramp is adjust with the 
standard from PermenPU that it has a 1:8 ratio 
of the slope. Also in the edge of the ramp it have 
a handrail to them to hold for going through the 
ramp. 
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design evaluation

2. Landscape of the Garden of the unit

In the front of the unit, it have a mini garden for 
them to do gardening. Each in the non-potential 
unit and potential unit have gardening. They can 
do some light gardening with a pot, and have a 
rack to put the plant or flower that they do on their 
own. 

For the Non-Potential Elderly garden, the rack 
flower are adjust with the height of the reach from 
the wheelchair, since the most of non-potential 
elderly are using wheelchair and need a more at-
tention from the nurses. So to have a height of 
the rack that suitable for them can make them to 
do gardening more easy. For the seating area, it 
have a place for them to place their wheelchair in 
the side of the garden. 

For Potential Elderly garden, it have the same 
style with Non-Potential Elderly garden. But the 
difference are in the diameter of the round-plaza 
and the seating area. The seating area it have a 
bench for them to seat and enjoy the ambience of 
the garden that they made by themself. They can 
do a light gardening with a pot, and rest the pot in 
the flower rack. 
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design evaluation

In the pathway, it have a shade to prevent them 
from a direct sunlight. The design of the shade is 
not too solid or massive to give the ambience of 
fenceless for enjoying the nature. 

In the side of pathway, it have a benches for a 
place to elderly to seat on. Since some unit have a 
different distance to the facilities buidling, to have 
a benches in the side of the pathway is for them to 
rest for awhile or just chill to enjoy the ambience 
in the living space. 
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lesson learnt from defense evaluation

The things that I learnt from defense evaluation are: 

1. Be more emphatically when do a design. Be 
more consider about the small details that can 
be affect the comfort of the occupant. 

2. Deeply learn about the condition of the site. To 
learn the site-potential and how it can be inte-
grate and utilize in the design 

3. The details that have to be need more atten-
tion. Whether is it already fulfill the standard, is 
it comfortable enough for them to use, and is it 
already safe enough for them. 

4. Integrate the criteria of the design into the good 
design, not only just following the criteria with-
out any consideration. The criteria is to have a 
benchmark or the standard to be follow, but to 
enhance the criteria to make a design is anoth-
er development things that have to be explore 
more deeply. 
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